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A Lapse in the Chaos:
The 46th Presidential
Inauguration
by Alyssia Ouhocine

The blustery wind of late January

wrapped around the guests seated at the
United States Capitol. Luxurious coats
and scarves were on display as the cold
weather remained in full force for the
most important day in our history. The
world seemed to quiet as Joseph
Robinette Biden Jr. approached Chief
Justice John Roberts and the Biden
family Bible. Everyone’s eyes beheld the
46th President as he was sworn into
office on January 20th, 2021. The Capitol
no longer bore the scars of the brutal
attack it suffered just weeks prior, nor
was it divided by partisan allegiance.
Instead, the message of unity and healing
that Biden brought forth finally seemed
to ring true.
Biden’s inauguration as the 46th
President of the United States followed a
long four years in which Trumpism and
corruption has run amok within
Washington D.C. Former President
Donald Trump was nowhere to be seen—
him and wife, Melania, left the White
House at around eight o’clock in the
morning, and made a short stop to Joint
Base Andrews in Maryland. While there,
he spoke to a crowd of loyal supporters,
reminding them he will “be back in some
form.” His family stood in a straight row,
tears streaming down their faces as their
father spoke. The irony of happy tears
for the last term is lost on very few of
those who watched. Attitudes at the
Capitol, however, were much less
somber. A star-studded cast performed at
the inauguration for the incoming ad-

-ministration. Lady Gaga arrived at the
event in a stunning Schiaparelli Haute
Couture gown, her large red skirt trailing
behind her. She performed the National
Anthem, but it wasn’t her remarkable
rendition that the internet took notice of.
The large, golden brooch in the shape of a
dove caught the eye of many people who
compared it to the Mockingjay symbol
found in The Hunger Games. When asked
about it, Gaga said, “A dove carrying an
olive branch. May we all make peace with
one another.” Jennifer Lopez brilliantly
performed “This Land is Your Land” and
“America the Beautiful” in an all-white
outfit that stood in stark contrast to those
around her. Within her performance,
Lopez threw in her song “Let’s Get Loud”,
and even spoke part of the Pledge of
Allegiance in Spanish. This nod to her
Hispanic heritage is yet another symbol
of the unity that the Biden campaign has
emphasized.
While some celebrities made an
appearance at the event, other guests
found national acclaim for their part in
the inauguration. Amanda Gorman, at 22years-old, is the youngest inaugural poet
in American history. Her moving piece,
titled “The Hill We Climb,” has been
celebrated across the U.S. for its moving
depiction of the country’s future, while
paying homage to Black history and
triumph. In her poem, she says, “We close
the divide, because we know, to put our
future first, we must first put our
differences aside.” She continues to
describe the changing America and the

necessity of reconciling our future with
our painful history. She makes vivid
reference to the recent attack on the
Capitol and America’s history with
enslavement and racism. As a Harvard
student, Gorman received the National
Youth Poet Laureate Award and has
worked on her social media following and
future publications. Her performance at
the inauguration, however, has gained
her national recognition by figures like
Oprah, Joanne Liu, and Michelle Obama.
Many consider her performance at the
inauguration to be the highlight of the
day and hope to see much more of such a
bright, Black young woman with a clear
future ahead of her.
The main event of the early afternoon,
however, was the swearing in of Joe
Biden and Kamala Harris. President Joe
Biden, at age 78, is the oldest American
president in history. That isn’t the only
record this administration has broken. Joe
Biden swept the popular vote with an
unbelievable 81 million votes, more than
any presidential victory. After winning
the electoral college with 306 votes, Biden
replicated Trump’s victory in 2016, a
satisfying ending for many. Joe Biden
took the oath of office without failure,
swearing on his family’s 128 year old
Bible. Dr. Jill Biden held the large book,
somberly standing beside her husband as
the First Lady. Kamala Devi Harris was
sworn in by Justice Sonia Sotomayor
using the Bible of former Supreme Court
Justice Thurgood Marshall. Vice President
Harris is the first woman to hold the
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second-highest office in the land, being
the first Black and Asian woman to do so.
Her husband, Doug Emhoff, took the
curious title of Second Gentleman and
will continue working an independent
job, just as the First Lady will.
President Biden began his inaugural
address with, “This is America’s day. This
is democracy’s
A day of history and
bAlyssiaday.
Ouhocine
hope.” He called on Americans to “come
together as one nation.” Within his
address, he urged citizens to close the
partisan divide and stop using party lines
to define relationships. He spoke of
repairing the soul of the nation and
healing a country that has seen
immeasurable strife in recent months.
He referenced a multitude of issues, such
as COVID-19, racial injustice, climate
change, and the rise in white supremacy.
Biden evoked the words of Abraham
Lincoln as he signed the Emancipation
Proclamation— “‘If my name ever goes
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down into history it will be for this act
and my whole soul is in it.’” He pledged
tohis countryfolk that he will serve all
Americans as best as he can, regardless of
who they supported in the election. In
recent light, his campaign message of
unity is needed more than ever and was
reinforced throughout the day’s
proceedings.
Despite the efforts of the new
administration, the new few months
present challenges that will not disappear.
As the Senate prepares for the divisive
and tumultuous impeachment trial of
former President Donald J. Trump,
Americans are faced with a hard
question: where do we go from here? The
horrors of white supremacy and the
power of Trumpism will bear weight in
the future of politics as we reel from the
former President’s impact. The country
that we are left with remains in an
unusual state of disarray that beckons too

A Lapse in the Chaos:
The 46th Presidential
Inauguration

many questions. When public opinion no
longer stands next to our leaders, should
the rule of law be forgotten? Are we not
capable of holding our elected officials
accountable for their actions? Will our
leaders heed to the concerns and
demands of their people? These questions
seem to have lost their meaning in the
last four years of our country. Infidelity,
fraud, corruption, and blatant
unpatriotism have become a normal
aspect of American political discourse.
While Biden’s inauguration is a routine
part of the transfer of power, it remains
symbolic for the slate it wipes clean. As
Amanda Gorman eloquently stated, “It’s
because being American is more than a
pride we inherit. It’s the past we step into
and how we repair it.” Hope had
disappeared from the eyes of Americans
for far too long. In the early afternoon of
January 20th, a mere sliver of it returned.

Disney Investor Day
by Nicholas Maharaj

O n December 10th, 2020, the Walt

Disney company webcasted their annual
Investor Day, when the company makes
their most highly anticipated
announcements. Investor Day outlines
their upcoming films up to the next five
years and updates investors and fans on
their current projects. The most notable
aspect of the webcast was the
announcement of their anticipated
sequels, adaptations, and original stories!

Star will be included in Disney+ and will
serve as the home to televisions and
movies from Disney Television Studios,
20th Century Studios, 20th Television,
and more. Star is estimated to launch by
March of 2023.

Television Show Announcements on
Disney+
Disney+ is currently working on a
Beauty and the Beast live-action television
series starring Josh Gad and Luke Evens
(who played LeFou and Gaston,
respectively, in the live-action movie).
Disney+ Success and Star Debut
The studio is also making a television
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, most
adaptation of the famous Percy Jackson
of the newly announced shows and
and the Olympians series written by Rick
movies will be premiered exclusively on
Riordian. Many Disney animated movies
the Disney+ streaming service in order to
are getting their own television shows on
help prevent large gatherings at the
Disney. Some include, Zootopia with
movie theaters. Because of this drastic
Zootopia+, Princess and the Frog with
change in movie releases, Disney+
Tiana, Big Hero 6 with Baymax!, and
subscriptions have reached 137 million
Moana with Moana. Big Shot was also
global paid subscriptions. The success of
announced, which centers around
the streaming service urged the company
female empowerment in basketball.
to create a new international general
Additionally, Natural Geographic annentertainment brand called “Star".

-ounced a documentary called A Real
Bug’s Life, which pays homage to the
Pixar animation film of A Bug’s Life.
Star Wars and Lucas Films
One of the most famous and beloved
branches of Disney is Star Wars. Disney
is releasing two more Star Wars
television series, both will take place
during the Mandalorian era. The studio is
also producing a project called Obi-Wan
Kenobi, which will have Hayden
Christensen returning as Darth Vader.
Those are merely a few titles that Disney
announced for the Star Wars franchise.
Other titles include A Droid Story, and
Star Wars: Visions. In December 2023, the
next installment of the Star Wars movie
series and franchise is the release of
Rogue Squadron. As well, the next
installment of Indiana Jones was also
announced.
Marvel
The Marvel Cinematic Universe
(MCU) is going to have many new
television shows which include Secret In-
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Cultural Appropriation
in Fashion
by Sania Saeedaslam

Today’s fashion industry is in no way

for so long (to see this company
misrepresent this piece from a place that
unfamiliar to criticism. From Gucci
isn't given that importance is
receiving backlash from the Sikh
devastating). Benedetta Morsiani, a
community for sending non-Sikh models research fellow in the department of
down the runway wearing turbans,
Modern Languages and Cultures at the
Victoria Secret apologizing in 2012 for
University of Westminster, spoke on this
putting on a Native-American headdress subject, expressing, “This phenomenon
on one of their models, and Chanel
now mainly refers to the exploitation of
upsetting Australians by selling a
marginalized cultures by more dominant,
designer boomerang as part of their
mainstream cultures [and] when
collection in 2017. The concept of fashion presented wrongly, this tarnishes the
has always embraced different cultures, respect of one's culture, one's origin. The
tapping into global exploration, music
use of Native American headdresses as a
and art to set a persona of visual design. dress-up accessory for Victoria's Secret
When it comes to the industry and trade, was straight up thoughtless. There is a
there is a streamline of new designs and fine line between cultural appropriation
concepts with expansion of commerce,
and cultural appreciation. Not only should
which potentially concurrently leads to
companies and the fashion industry take
cultural appropriation.
the time to distinguish the two, so should
What makes cultural appropriation
all people.
problematic is that historical context and
For something to not be cultural
cultural/religious sensitivities are
appropriation, there has to be a sense of
unfortunately ignored. According to Dr. recognition and respect. When you
Shameem Black, from Australian
represent a piece of culture—whether it
National University's Department of
be clothing, appearance, food, etc.—there
Gender, Media and Cultural studies, “We needs to be a sense of awareness of your
see a split between the way a cultural
expression. In deciding to wear, or
practice is valued and the way people
produce, a traditional piece of clothing
from that culture are valued and treated from a different culture, it is essential to
in a particular society.” This is why
understand the cultural significance and
companies like Chanel and Gucci
importance behind that piece. Culture is
received such intense criticism. The Sikh not at the disposal of those who want to
Turban is seen as a sacred religious part
be “trendy”.
of faith, not a fashion piece. As for
Chanel's boomerang, this was a direct hit
at Australia's indigenous culture, which
has been denied and unacknowledged
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-vasion, Ironheart, and Armor Wars. More
known titles that are being produced
include The Falcon and the Winter Soldier,
Loki, Ms. Marvel, Hawkeye, and
WandaVision (which has already appeared
on Disney+). Hailee Steinfeld is also going
to play "She-Hulk" in the upcoming selftitled series. The studio will also be
producing short films called I am Groot.
Marvel also announced a collection of
movies including Black Widow, Shang Chi
and The Legend of The Ten Rings, Eternals,
Doctor Strange In the Multiverse of
Madness, Thor: Love and Thunder, Black
Panther 2, Captain Marvel 2, Blade, and
much more.
Pixar
Pixar Animation Studios announced
their first animated television series
called Win or Lose, which is about a
softball team the week before their big
game. They also announced a prequel to
Toy Story called Lightyear. Lightyear is a
movie that shows the origin story of Buzz
Lightyear. Essentially, Pixar is creating
Andy’s favorite movie! They also
announced a movie called Luca and a
spin-off to Up.
Sequels and Adaptations
Some of the sequels that were
announced at Disney Investor day are
Hocus Pocus 2, a sequel to the original
Hocus Pocus. Disney will also be rebooting
Three Men and a Baby along with Sister
Act. A live-action adaptation of Pinocchio
and Chip ‘n Dale: Rescue Rangers will be
released as well as a live action of Peter
Pan & Wendy. Amy Adams will also
return as Giselle in the sequel to
Enchanted titled Disenchanted. Since
Disney has a percentage of 20th Century
Fox, they are producing animated movies
of Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Ice Age, and the
fan-favorite film Night at the Museum.
Even non-Disney fans (and the like) are
excited to see the production roll out. So,
set up your subscription, have some
popcorn ready, and let the magical fun
commence!
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Saturday Night Live
w/ Saturday Night Spice
by Carrie Castillo Ramos

Timothée Chalamet: the twenty-five

resulted in being the family’s black sheep.
He was getting shamed for not doing as
year old heartthrob from NYC that has
well a job as his family members and even
won over tons of people worldwide. He
being found guilty of New Zealand’s
has risen to fame due to his appearances reopening! He ended this family feud by
in movies like Call Me By Your Name,
confirming he was indeed getting the
Beautiful Boy, and Little Women.
vaccine. How dare he.
Chalamet has recently hosted the famous
To continue with the fan picks, there is
NBC Studios show Saturday Night Live
the dream come true of Timothée
(SNL) along with Pete Davidson and the
Chalamet and Harry Styles as one person.
other regular cast members, and did not This scene took place during the
disappoint. For those who don’t know,
beginning of the episode at the “set” of
SNL has been around on television for
Dionne Warwick’s talks show where they
over four decades and continues to
spoke about the meaning behind Harry
provide us with laughter and cheer. SNL Styles' song, “Watermelon Sugar”.
invites celebrities to perform and create
Chalamet skillfully imitated Styles’ British
their own comedic sketches, segments,
accent up to his remarkable fashion
and even musical acts. During his
sense. During the talk show, Styles, well
December 12th performance, Chalamet
Chalamet, wore high waisted-wide leg
portrayed a number of characters during trousers, which is a staple inside Styles’
this episode. However, the public made
closet, and a Gucci button down layered
their favorite picks. These being his
with a striped sweater. Fans would conimpersonations of the coronavirus, Harry
Styles, and the most famous of all, a XXL
rap roundtable with the most
SoundCloud streamed rap duo.
During his appearance on the show,
Chalamet and the cast impersonated "A
Coronavirus Holiday" skit. After a
successful year of infecting millions of
people, the “Rona Family” resorted to the
holidays as any other family would. Your
casual greetings with your neighbors and
your daughter’s new boyfriend. Don’t
forget tons of questions about her life in
college and, of course, how the spreading
was going. The Rona Family reunion
obviously had to involve some drama. In
a sad, but yet in a comical way, Chalamet

-sider his impersonation of Harry Styles
to be almost too perfect. It’s no secret that
rap is not what it used to be. At this XXL
rap roundtable panel (hosted by “Nunya
Biznes”, Queen Latifah, and Questlove),
the rap duo Xan Mob (Timothée Chalamet
and Pete Davidson) converse their
opinions on hip-hop/rap culture and who
they got their inspiration from. SNL fans
were very intrigued by this performance,
where their song gets three billion
streams. This scene was all over social
media where we have no doubt their song
did in fact get over three billion views.
At the end of the show, Chalamet
thanked everyone for being there and
wished everyone the best of luck and
happy holidays. He continues to not
disappoint his fans and be the sweet
person that he is.

illustration by
Ashley Ramdat
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COVID-19
Links Between Online School and
Vaccine Updates:
Increased Depression
What We Know by Angie Mingo
by Rylee Waldron and Victoria
Nowak

O

n December 15, 2020—nearly nine
months after the start of our state
lockdown, in the month of March—
Martina Beniquez became the first New
Jersian to receive the COVID-19 vaccine
at University Hospital in Newark. Since
then, about a month and a half has passed
and almost 300,000 vaccine doses have
been administered in New Jersey. Here’s
what we know:
The state’s goal is to have 70 percent of
the adult population vaccinated in six
months. The CDC and the Advisory
Committee on Immunization Practices
provides recommendations as to the order
in which people receive the vaccine. Once
these recommendations are published,
each state develops their own plan of
distribution and prioritization of the
vaccine. New Jersey is separating who is
eligible for the vaccine by different
phases (currently Phases 1A-1B are
eligible).
Phase 1A is for healthcare personnel
and long-term care residents and staff.
Phase 1B includes first responders, those
at high risk (individuals 65 years old and
older/individuals ages 16-64 years old
with medical conditions), and additional
frontline essential workers. Phase 1C is
for other essential workers. And, Phase 2
is for us, the general population. New
Jersey adults (people ages 16 and older)
can pre-register on the state's online
portal. There, you will answer questions
that will determine when you will be
eligible.
If you meet any of these qualifications,
there are essentially three ways to get
vaccinated: by making an appointment
with one of the designated vaccination
sites throughout New Jersey, preregistering for the vaccine on the New

While school closing was meant to

protect students from the pandemic,
isolation may have led to an onset of
anxiety, loss of interests, and even
depression. School often negatively
affects teens, and factoring in virtual
school only worsens the situation. Those
in secondary education systems face such
a pivotal time, as it ultimately leads to the
rest of their life choices, whether it be
college or a job.
Online school is quite difficult as it
causes, possibly, unfamiliar stressors.
Teenagers are adapting into situations
where they must help themselves more
than usual while they are battling with
low motivation. Self-motivation is a major
aspect that is connected to depression,
because having no motivation leads to
loss in interest in normal activities. We
need to take into account that most
teenagers feel alone, as many parents and
guardians have their own work to attend
to. All teens do during the school day is
look at a screen for hours, trying their
hardest to process the information they’re
supposed to be learning. Despite this
expectation, it is proven to be difficult,
leading to teens feeling further isolated
from friends, family and schoolwork.
In a classroom, students are in the right
setting (with a teacher to help them with
work). Whereas, at home, they need to be
more responsible, which isn’t easy for
everyone. In all reality, an at-home
situation isn’t the same for each person.
Some people don’t have exceptional

internet connection. Those with younger
siblings are expected to take care of them
while trying their hardest to pay
attention in class. Others are tackling
hard classes on top of the normal
workload. Online school doesn’t allow for
students to get the immediate help they
need, making it more difficult to receive.
Carolyn Jones, the senior reporter at
EdSource, mentions a survey regarding
students and their mental health support.
She states that more than 50% of students
require support, there were “[...] 22% who
said they were receiving some kind of
support before the closures but now have
limited or no access to those services and
an additional 32% who said their mental
health needs have arisen since schools
closed” (Jones). With these statistics, it is
evident that those who once were able to
seek help with their mental health are
now struggling with limited to no access
to resources.
Teenagers and students all over the
world are slipping by unnoticed.
However, it should not be forgotten that
depression can ultimately lead to greater
risk factors (such as death by suicide,
which is the cause of 800,000 deaths
each year). That is equivalent to one
person every forty seconds. It needs to be
made a top priority that mental health
support is given to those in need.
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Jersey Vaccine Scheduling System, and
through certain healthcare facilities that
directly offer the vaccine to their
workers. COVID-19 vaccines will be made
available to individuals regardless of their
insurance coverage status. Qualifying
individuals won't pay coinsurance,
deductibles, or copayments. Vaccines that
are authorized for use have gone through
clinical trials. This means that it has been
tested on tens of thousands of
participants to determine its safety and
efficacy. As well, there is enough
funding/accessibility to vaccine the
qualified. Currently, the two types of
vaccines that are available are the PfizerBioNTech vaccine and the Moderna
vaccine. The Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine
involves two doses (two shots) given 21
days apart). The Moderna vaccine
involves two doses (two shots) given 28
days apart.
So, how does it work? Well, the
COVID-19 vaccines aid the body in
developing immunity to the virus. The
CDC is currently looking into herd
immunity and how it relates to COVID-19.
Herd immunity refers to when enough
individuals in a large group are protected
from a specific disease, in this case
COVID-19, because they have either
already had it or received the vaccination.
Vaccines will NOT give you, nor will it
cause you, to test positive on a COVID-19
test as they do not contain the live virus.
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A Season to be Forgotten
A Poem
by Alyssia Ouhocine

I stood quietly, illuminated by the
streetlight
My pajamas were bunched around my
sneakers

A forgotten lullaby to be hidden in the
attic
I couldn’t bear it

My coat pressed against me tightly
A dark season with no relief in sight
Each breath I took fogged in the air
Dread settling in the pit of my stomach, a
The only presence that made itself known comforting constant
The road I stood in was lined with snow

Never could I forget those last few
moments of peace

Black berms already aged by the winter
Laughter in football stands
Christmas had come and gone
The pine scent whisked away by the
sharp breeze that swept through me

Greasy french fries split around the lunch
table
All torn away in a matter of seconds

I was a ghost, unraveled by the gloved
hand-holding

Always keep up
with CDC
guidelines for
updates on
maintaining safety
and health.

The faint ring of music danced in earshot

And the plastic barriers that separated
our touch

Goodbyes forgotten and histories erased
Soon Spring would emerge
Dazzling and anew

“I fear nothing,” I whispered into the
night

Flowers growing in their wake

“You’re a coward in the darkness, a
There is no more promises made for
weakling in the night,” the quiet breathed tomorrow
back
We are but a mosaic of moments we must
I whipped my head towards the house
create ourselves
The Christmas lights twinkling in the
darkness

There will be hope in the rebirth
In the safety of tonight
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DIY Clothes
by Carrie Castillo Ramos

A re you looking for a way to repurpose

-ing into warm water, remove, and apply
the dye. Remember to wear gloves to
avoid staining your hands. After the
desired item is dyed, put it in cling wrap
and let it sit. Usually, you can let it sit for
6 to 8 hours, or more. After letting it sit,
rinse out the item until the water runs
clear. Finally, wash the tie-dyed item by
itself in a cold cycle. Now sit back and
wait to see your piece of artistry!

Harry Styles Cardigan
Finally, we have the Harry Styles
old clothes or maybe find a new hobby?
inspired Cardigan. Back in February of
Well, the best way to do both of these
2020, the famous artist performed on The
things is by looking at some DIY clothing
Today Show, displaying this cardigan.
hacks. We'll show you some of the best
Fans seemed to love it and started to
trends, both old and new. A few include
make homemade versions. Soon, it
the Harry Styles cardigan and an old
became a trend on TikTok. The original
favorite, tie-dying.
designer was British fashion label JW
Anderson (who sold the cardigan for over
Jean Painting
$1,560). As a way to give thanks for
Back in 2020, Bella Hadid posted a few Embroidery
blowing up the cardigan, the head and
pictures featuring Juliet Johnstone's
If you're not that into tie-dye, you
founder of the fashion label, Jonathan
painted jeans. In a matter of a few hours, might want to try embroidery. It's a super Anderson, released a detailed PDF guide
everyone became obsessed with these
fun hobby and a great way to show off
with instructions and the patterns used in
jeans. On the popularized social media
your style. To create an embroidered
the sweater. To recreate this fashionable
platform, TikTok, people began to create item, you'll need an embroidery hoop, a
cardigan, click here!
their own painted jeans. Some people got pair of small, sharp scissors, embroidery
really creative! To create a pair of jeans
floss, some needles, and a marking tool.
From jean painting to tie-dye, there are
just like Bella Hadid's or make your own From there, take the item you want to
many ways to spruce up your wardrobe!
unique pair, all you need is some acrylic
embroider, put it into the embroidery
When you create DIY clothes, you make
paint and a pair of jeans (old or new).
hoop, and start sewing the design you
your own unique style. So get out there
Next, look up and trace some designs,
want. To make it easier you can look at a and start DIYing!
then paint whatever you want! Before
few designs online and sketch them
you know it, you'll be rocking a pair of
faintly onto the shirt or whatever you're
unique painted jeans.
using. This can take a while to get the
hang of, but once you do, it's really fun!
Tie-Dye
Perhaps one of the most loved trends, Cutting and Restyling Clothes!
tie-dye is a really simple way to make
Out of all the DIY trends, this is
DIY clothes. You can tie-dye shirts,
perhaps the simplest. All this DIY hack
dresses, socks, jeans, and just about any
needs is a pair of scissors and some old
piece of clothing. To create a piece of tie- clothes (unless you're willing to cut up
dye art you'll need some dye (obviously), new clothing). All you need to do is take
the item you want to dye, gloves, and
the clothes and cut them to fit you.
rubber bands. After you get your
Maybe you can make a new pair of shorts
materials you will tie the piece of
or perhaps turn that old dress into a
clothing with rubber bands to create a
casual shirt. Now it's up to you and the
pattern. Next, lightly saturate the clothscissors to make a fashion statement!
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The 63rdAppropriation
Cultural
Annual Grammy
in Fashion
Awards
Nominations
by Alyssia Ouhocine

The Grammys are the most relevant

award shows in music history—artists
live for a chance to obtain an award that
could propel their career forward. But
despite their influence and long history,
even the 63rd Grammy Awards have
been affected by the rise of COVID-19.
The award show, initially set for January
5th, has been postponed to March 14th,
2021 due to the overwhelming spread of
the virus in Los Angeles. The show will
go on, however, socially-distanced and
televised to viewers throughout the
night. In the months leading up to the
consequential event, the Grammy Award
nominations have sparked both pride
and controversy in the music industry.
Songs and albums by pop creatives
have garnered the most attention at the
63rd Grammy Awards, sweeping
nominations across numerous categories.
The Best Pop Vocal Album divides
nominations between Justin Bieber, Lady
Gaga, Dua Lipa, Taylor Swift, and Harry
Styles. Swift’s surprise release album
folklore has remained at the top of the
charts for over 24 weeks, and was
streamed over 80 million times on its
opening day. She faces intense
competition from radio-friendly Harry
Styles, his lead single “Watermelon
Sugar” pitted against her “Cardigan” for
best Pop Solo Performance. Despite
producing the first number one album of
the decade, Styles’ “Watermelon Sugar”
may not possess the depth comparable to
“Cardigan” that would be required to win

the award. “Yummy” by Justin Bieber,
“Say So” by Doja Cat, “Everything I
Wanted” by young Billie Eilish, and “Don’t
Start Now” by Dua Lipa intensify the
competition in the pop category.
The Album of the Year award will
likely remain the most toss-up category of
the Grammys, as extremely successful
albums are judged against one another.
Folklore (stylized in lowercase) by Taylor
Swift is once again a frontrunner. Swift is
a former Album of the Year award
winner for her 2015 album 1989 and 2010
album Fearless. Jhene Aiko’s third studio
album Chilombo—which means “wild
beast”—is emotionally charged and
reminiscent of the singer’s Hawaiian
background. Black Pumas, a self-titled
deluxe album, is by a psychedelic soul
group who have been known to receive
high praise from Rolling Stone.
Hollywood’s Bleeding by the wildly
popular Post Malone is also nominated
alongside Dua Lipa’s Future Nostalgia,
which has already received nominations
from five other categories. Everyday Life
by music veteran Coldplay stands
alongside Djesse Vol.3 by Jacob Collier and
Women in Music Pt. III by sister group
Haim. The combined success of these
albums and the creative talent that went
into them will likely be the most notable
aspect of the award show.
America also has their eye on other
categories, such as Best New Artist, a
breeding ground for fresh talent. The
young Phoebe Bridgers is up for the
award, known for her haunting melodies
and vivid imagery. Her work on the alt-

ernative album Punisher, released in 2020,
is also nominated in three other
categories. Megan Thee Stallion, also
nominated, took the internet by storm for
her song “Hot Girl Summer” in 2019 and
her chart-topping release “Savage,” also
nominated for numerous awards. The
young college student is celebrated for
her lively, confident music that is often
used for dance trends on the app Tiktok.
Doja Cat, nominated for multiple awards,
including Record of the Year, is worth
watching. Her range allows her to create
music that appeals to a wide-range of
listeners, potentially the key to her
growing success in the music world.
Despite the excitement that flows
through the collective creative world as
the award show looms, some feel angered
by the list of nominees for the 2021
awards. Nicki Minaj, one of the most
influential female rappers in history, has
yet to be nominated for an award. The
controversy that Minaj brings to light is
not new. Black artists are regularly
snubbed for the more popular categories,
and despite Minaj’s Pink Friday
redefining the rap genre, she has yet to be
nominated for a Grammy. Musicians of
color are regularly limited to the R&B
categories and only ten black artists have
won Album of the Year in Grammy
history. While the new administration
claims to be moving forward in its
promise of diversifying the award show,
change has yet to be seen. Still,
predictions have already been made as to
who will dominate on March 14th.
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6 Ways to Fix
Your Sleep Pattern
by Radiyah Ismail

Fixing your sleeping patterns depends

on your lifestyle and not just the time
you fall asleep and wake up. Some major
causes of sleep problems include physical
disturbances, medical issues, psychiatric
disorders, and even the environment
around you. Things like overthinking
prove to be one of the best examples for
this year, seeing as 2020 has taken a toll
on everyone. Many people could be
suffering from anxiety or extreme stress.
Individuals could also have bad sleeping
habits because of sleep deprivation.
Staying up around or past 12 AM is
horrible for your body, but sleeping too
long is also negative. Staying up too late
will make you sleep in, therefore
resulting in going to bed very late due to
lack of tiredness. It is a cycle that can be
hard to break. Understanding what
causes sleep deprivation and bad patterns
can help us fix those habits and get back
to a healthy and productive lifestyle.
Here are six ways to fix your sleep
patterns:
Find the Correct Lighting in Your Room
The exposure of light in the
environment you're sleeping in is crucial
to a good rest. Our bodies release
melatonin, the sleep hormone, when
your sleeping area is darkened. Many
people find that they get more sleep
when their room is pitch black, while
others like to sleep with a night light.
Some find sleep with the lights
completely on. Finding the light exposure
you are comfortable with can sleep well

with could help you fix unhealthy
sleeping patterns.

before your bedtime will lead to the most
restful sleep.

Steer Clear of Caffeinated Drinks Before
Bed
Everyone should already know not to
have caffeinated drinks before they go to
bed. This is due to caffeine remaining in
your system for an average five hours. In
other words, the effect of caffeine lasts
five hours after you consume it. This
means drinking caffeine two hours before
you go to bed will ultimately affect your
sleeping patterns.

Get Distractions Out
Blue light disturbs melatonin
production which in return will disturb
your sleep. But disruptions like calls,
notifications, texts can also ruin your
sleep cycle. A way to help with sleep is
putting your phone on airplane mode and
placing it a couple of feet away from your
bed.

Keep Your Sleep Environment Cool
In order for your body to sleep it needs
Don’t Take Naps
to cool down first, which helps with
When we go to sleep our entire body is better sleep. That's why exercising
in a resting mode. Taking a nap in the
directly before going to bed isn’t a good
middle of the day disturbs that cycle of
thing, seeing as it keeps your body warm.
sleep because your body has already
An ideal room temperature is between
rested in the day, so it doesn’t need or
60°F to 67°F (15.5°C to 19.5°F).
want to sleep at night. Since your brain
isn’t resting and releasing toxins, this
Overall, your body needs rest to help
means your body isn’t resting and
your organs function and reduce the risk
releasing toxins. Overall, it takes a
of harm from heart attacks, high blood
negative toll on you.
pressure, and more. Your body needs a
break after a long day of functioning.
Exercise Daily
Getting enough sleep helps with repairing
Not only is exercising great for your
your heart and blood vessels, improves
body during the day, but it also acts as
your immune system, and aids your body
extra work for yourself. Exercise helps
in getting rid of harmful toxins. So, go do
produce more melatonin, which also
your night time routine, drink your warm
controls circadian rhythm, the sleepbeverage to relax before sleep, and have
wake cycle. This results in a much better sweet dreams!
sleep. Keeping active one to two hours
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Understanding (and Respecting)
Pronouns and Gender
by Destiny M. Walker

M uch of who you are is determined by

Pronouns
In linguistics and grammar, pronouns
genetic predisposition. From your hair
are considered a part of speech which
color, to the foods you’ll be able to eat, to substitutes a noun. Personal pronouns—
health conditions, and even your gender which everyone has, including cisgender
identity. While everyone has pronouns
people—serve a similar function,
that they go by, transgender and gender substituting the name of an individual to
nonconforming people may not have the satisfy the tense (time reference) of the
same pronouns as the ones assigned at
phrase: “Oh, she told me about that
birth.
earlier”, “What is it doing today?”, “They
were so excited about their birthday
Down to the Basics
present!”, “ Is xe okay?” Each example
Due to pseudoscience rooted in
contains an italicized word that a person
misogyny, racism, and
goes by, the last three not being genderhomophobia/queerphobia, people fail to
specific. Some individuals have more than
realize biological sex and gender are two one pronoun. The most common, and
different concepts. While there are two
accepted, are “she/her” and “he/him”.
accepted variations of biological sex
However, there are gender neutral
known as female and male (XX and XY,
pronouns LGBTQIA+ people should be
respectively), there are other variations
respected and referred to as, including
(X [Turner’s], XXY [Klinefelter], XYY,
“they/them”, “ze/zir”, and “ve/vir”. The
XXXY, etc.). Gender, however, is a social last two—which may be unfamiliar—are
construct reinforced by “normalities” and neopronouns (meaning, “new” pronouns)
values. This is why people have specific
which are gender neutral terms that have
perceptions of how a woman or man is
been used since the mid 19th century. A
supposed to think, behave, or generally
list of (neo)pronouns are below according
look. Western ideology has placed gender to the tense of reference.
to be entirely exterior. With that,
If you are unaware of someone’s
biological sex is still cultural.
pronouns when you first meet them, state
Transgender and gender nonconforming your own pronouns and ask for their
people do not wear costumes to feel more own: “Hi! I’m Emily, I go by they/them.
like themselves, and they don’t place
And you?” And whatever they respond
themselves in a particular social setting
with, use it going forward: “My name’s
to be isolated. The issue at hand is the
Sam. You can use she/her or they/them."
very idea of the “inside” and “outside”
existing, serving as a function to
Gender Identity
suppress others.
Transgender, bigender, genderfluid,
nonbinary, and gender nonconforming
people may come out at any age. Some

choose to transition with gender
affirming surgery, express themselves
socially with the way they present
themselves, or with a mix of both or
neither. Whomever society perceives
them as, or what biological sex was
determined at birth, is not indicative of
who they are. Psychologists and
neurologists have ample, conclusive
evidence that gender is on a spectrum and
that these identities are valid.
Assisting and Affirming
The best way to respond to
discrimination is by centering people
along with the challenges they face.
Respecting pronouns is not about you
being a good person; gratification is not a
reward for decency. In every aspect
(healthcare access, societal changes, legal
documentation, etc.) these marginalized
individuals are unaccounted for. All in all,
allowing them to explore and indicate
who they are is the first step.

COURTESY OF them.
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How to Stay Safe During Indoor
Sports Seasons
by Carrie Castillo Ramos

A s we all know, due to public health

crisis the New Jersey State
Interscholastic Athletic Association
(NJSIAA) has postponed all winter sports
including: Ice Hockey, Basketball,
Swimming, Indoor Track & Field, and
girls Volleyball until mid-February and
March. The time has come and it’s time
to get ready to practice while also staying
safe from COVID-19. Because of CDC
guidelines, the NJSIAA has divided
sports into seasons. Season one (fall) has
obviously already passed and now
seasons two and three are approaching.
Because of the variety of winter sports,
the NJSIAA had to divide season two into
two different parts. Season two and
season two A . Season two includes Ice
Hockey, Basketball, Bowling, and
Fencing. While season two A include:
Swimming and Winter Track & Field.
Even though sports are allowed to
resume for the seasons, there are many
guidelines to follow. For example, there
are many limitations to how many
events a sport could hold. And also how
many athletes are allowed to be in a
certain sport and at practice at the same
time. There are many tips to staying safe
to prevent COVID and here are some
more.
Wear a Mask and Keep a Safe Distance
Yes, we have heard these before,
countless times, but that does not stop
people from not following these rules. To
prevent COVID from transmitting to one
another we must all follow such safety

regulations. It is understandable that it is
hard to keep a mask on during exercise
but wearing a mask prevents us from
getting exposed and spreading COVID
and even prevents sports from getting
cancelled mid-season.

that it is properly cleaned.

Get Tested Regularly
As uncomfortable as it is to get tested,
doing so regularly is crucial since one is
never aware of when and if they have
been exposed to COVID. Thousands of
Avoid Poorly Ventilated Places
people are asymptomatic, meaning they
Indoor sports got postponed for so long show no symptoms related to COVID, and
due to one main reason: it is hard to allow could be spreading it to those around
fresh air to circulate inside where there
them.
are more than ten people. When at
practice or games the coaches of any sport Wash Your Hands
should make sure that there are windows
Last, but definitely not least, is washing
or even doors slightly opened.
your hands. This should be a given when
it comes to getting in contact with other
Clean and Disinfect the Practicing Area
people. One should wash their hands
After practice, or any other sports
vigorously with antibacterial hand soap
related activity that involved the contact for at least twenty seconds. This prevents
of many people, the area should be
you from spreading the virus, or any
cleaned and properly disinfected in order other bacteria, onto other surfaces,
to preserve the safety of athletes and
yourself, or other people.
their coaches. Surfaces that should be
cleaned include: doorknobs, light
Even though sports are important,
switches, handles, etc. You never know
one’s health is top priority—make sure
how many people have touched
you take these precautions. So, stay safe
something, so it is important to make sure and good luck during these next seasons.
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CONTENT WARNING: Mention of
cancer and loss of a loved one

by Gianna Valdez

M erriam-Webster defines grief as a

“deep and poignant distress caused by or
as if by bereavement.” Well, I define grief
as torture, as a pain extending to the core
of your being, as a shadow remaining
with you always, despite attempts to
brush off its darkness. Despite popular
notions, grief is not caused only by the
loss of a life, but can be a result of the
loss of a moment or a feeling. Though,
some believe that grief is equal to the
death of a loved one, which stems from
the fact that this is the most common
experience of the painful emotion.
According to weforum.org, nearly
150,000 people die each day around the
world, with cancer being the second
leading cause. While my first loss was
the tragic death of my young dog, my
second loss was gradual. I watched
someone who I viewed as my second
mother slowly leave this world due to the
cancer she had been battling for years. It
would nearly be gone and things would
be looking up, when it suddenly
returned. During the last year of her life,
it had reached Stage IV, also known as
metastatic cancer, in which it spreads to
different parts of your body. In October, I
saw her for the last time and I was able to
read her a poem I wrote for her. It was
titled, “Cancer loves you, but not more
than I do.” Is that not the truth for
anyone watching their loved one battle
cancer? We love that fighter, our fighter.
Though, there comes a point where we
must understand that love cannot save a
life. That is where grief begins to settle.

When it comes to cancer that cannot be
treated, that feeling is brewing from the
moment you receive the message that the
doctors can do nothing more. Then, it
overtakes you the second you get the call
that they passed that morning.
I was driving with my sister when we
got the call. I’m surprised she was able to
drive us home through the tears that
clouded her vision. Still, I understand that
I am being depressing and cryptic, but
these are the first stages of losing
someone you love to death, to cancer.
There are days where it feels that the
world is falling apart, where you do not
understand why someone so hopeful and
strong could cease to exist. The process of
grieving is not easy. It is not fast or simple
or manageable, at first. It won’t go away
with a few therapy sessions or talks with
a friend or family member. Grief is with
us always, but it does get easier. Each day
the pain of the wound heals itself a bit
more. You will be angry at yourself when
you realize that you are enjoying life
without someone you love. Just a few
days ago, I was on the Light Rail coming
back home and I felt the sadness
overwhelm me. I felt the tears build in my
eyes and I was never so grateful that a
mask covered half my face, shielding my
emotions from the world. One thing that
we cannot shield our emotions from,
though, is ourselves.
Grieving is an ugly process, involving
countless tears, extreme anger and
confusion, and yet there is so much
healing. I believe that the best way to and
ultimately heal yourself from the pain of

of the loss, is to put yourself in the shoes
of the person that died. For me, I wonder
about what this woman, who was an
angel on Earth and a second mother to
me, would think if she saw me crying
over her. I did not have to think far
because one day, I fell to my knees in
tears by her bedside and told her how
much I loved her and how scared I was to
lose her. She told me that she was going to
be okay and that I shouldn’t cry when she
wasn’t going far. This is what I remind
myself of, and for those who do not have
a last memory to think of, I encourage you
to tell yourself what she told me.
I’m a firm believer in everything
happening for a reason and in the search
for meaning when things go wrong.
Having empathy is not enough. You must
have strength. Dig yourself out of the
trench of pain you have found yourself
in. Find meaning in tragedy and find hope
in grief. It is so much harder than I am
making it seem, though you will never
find the light if you keep yourself in the
darkness. Grieving can be beautiful and
scary and sad, but it will always be
beneficial and necessary. Do not pull
away from your feelings of sadness. Do
not wallow in them either. Cry when you
need to cry and remember that the ones
we love are always near. What is love for,
if not to remind us that bonds are eternal
and love transcends death? It always will.
Below is the poem I read for her:
"Cancer loves you, but not more than I do"
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Cancer loves you

North Hollywood: The First Ever
Movie About Becoming a
Professional Skateboarder

God, it loves you so much that it
constantly has to remind you that it is
there
Always connected to you, always apart of
you

by Victoria Nowak
It wanted to be apart of your breath
So it spread from your breasts to your
lungs

You’ve seen the star high school football

player score the winning touchdown
then move on to receive a full
scholarship to their top college, the
young singer from a small town
eventually performing at sold out
concerts, and even the dancer who
achieved their goals in being accepted to
the most prestigious dance school
around. However, one story we have
never seen in the cinema is the teen boy
whose father doesn’t approve of his
dream in becoming a professional
skateboarder. Surely, soon that will
change thanks to the expressive and
unconventional mind that belongs to
Mikey Alfred and his new movie North
Hollywood. This coming-of-age film
explores the life of a young skateboarder
native to North Hollywood, California
trying desperately to live a life that only
a few get to become familiar with: the life
of a professional skateboarder.
Mikey Alfred began his career when
he was just a pre-teen. All he needed was
a group of his skateboarding friends and
a camera, and consequently Illegal
Civilization was born. Illegal Civilization is a
Skateboarding Collective and Movie
Studio whose content is created to appeal
to the interests of the 21st century teen.
The films they create and push out
reflected, and are still, shaping modern
day skate culture. Not long after the
formation of his new creative collective,
Alfred was introduced to artist Tyler, the
Creator, and the remainder of the hip
hop group Odd Future. Here, Illegal Civ

began to gain popularity and Alfred’s gift
of filmmaking was showcased as he
became Odd Future’s personal
videographer. He went from producing
documentaries, following the creation of
Tyler, the Creator’s album Cherry Bomb,
to working on larger productions such as
Mid90s and now North Hollywood. And,
where Alfred went, the members of Illegal
Civ followed.
North Hollywood stars one of Illegal
Civ’s core members, Ryder McLaughlin,
as well as other well known celebrities
Miranda Cosgrove and Vince Vaughn.
What sets North Hollywood apart from
previous Illegal Civ productions, as well
other classic skateboard parts, is its
structure. Most of the time when
videography is mixed with skateboarding,
the finished product involves a series of
short clips showcasing one or many
different skateboarders. Alfred decided
that it was time someone makes a movie
telling the story of these real life
characters. However, Sundance and
Native Son did not think that North
Hollywood would appeal to the masses,
not wanting to risk poor sales. Regardless,
Illegal Civilization released the official
trailer. After being released nearly a
month ago, the trailer has a total of 1.3
million views and counting. Alfred, and
other members of Illegal Civ, promoted the
sneak peek in hopes that get the chance to
tell this unique and untold story to the
world. So, it’s up to us, both natives and
newcomers to skateboarding, to make
sure North Hollywood gets a chance.

It needed so badly for you to know that it
loves you
It is woven into your words, never
leaving your air

Cancer loves you
It wanted to be connected to your stance
And so it took roots within your spine
It knew you would rise so tall and proud
That it wanted to be apart of that beauty

And that mind of yours,
It is so incredibly extraordinary that it
needed to be apart of its madness
God, what an impossible, infinite madness
you are
You surpass the vastness and intensity
and depth of the universe itself

So, cancer may love you, but not as much
as I do
Because my heart is filled to the brim
with absolute love for you
With absolute affection for you
With absoluteness of a word that does not
exist
No word can perfectly describe the way
that my hearts beats to love you
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Antisemitism: Understanding it
and Becoming a Better Ally
anonymous

"This year’s celebration of Chanukah

[Hanukkah] was even more special than
any other I have celebrated because it
reminded me of my loved ones and that
even in the darkest nights and most
impossible circumstances, light will guide
us towards hope.” A Bayonne High
School student, born and raised in the
Bayonne Jewish community, celebrates
Hanukkah with her family every year.
“Despite all we have endured,” she says,
“we still have our candles guiding us
through the shadows.” The first night of
Hanukkah launches those of the Jewish
faith into the eight-day celebration
commemorating the rededication of the
temple of Jerusalem (which was
observed November 28th to December 6
of last year). After the Maccabees had
retaken it, there was enough oil within
the temple to light a candle for one day.
Miraculously, the oil lasted eight days,
hence the modern holiday requiring the
eight candles of the menorah to be lit—
one for each day. Aside from the cultural
and religious beauty of Hanukkah,
hostility towards Jewish people, known
as antisemitism, has only continued to
rise. As grim incidences of violence and
harassment remain, Jewish communities
across the world have taken a stand to
combat the hatred.
The horrific element of antisemitism
that differentiates it from other forms of
prejudice is its ability to remain
undetected in mainstream society.
Antisemitic dog whistles—popularized by
the Nazi Party in World War II—remain

prevalent in alt-right spheres and have
grown in usage during the technological
age. Forums such as 4Chan have become
breeding grounds for Neo-Nazis to create
conspiracy theories shared with
impressional groups, with such
antisemitic nature hidden under the guise
of a “new-world order.” Conspiracy
theorists believe that a select group of
rich individuals manipulate the masses
and media for their own gain. These
absurd beliefs have existed long before
the Holocaust, yet gained popularity after
the publication of Der Stürmer in 1923, a
violently antisemitic newspaper by Julius
Streicher. Many of these claims have
resurfaced in recent years. Although they
do not make outward mention of
Judaism, the accusations against the
“elite” are blatantly reminiscent of
antisemitic dog whistles and codes.
Another form of antisemitism is the
assumption that violence against Jews is
not prevalent enough to warrant defense.
This is, in fact, completely untrue.
According to FBI reports, antisemitic hate
crimes increased by 14 percent in 2019
and comprised 62 percent of all religiousbased hate crimes. Being a true activist
requires the complete inclusion of all
groups. Jewish people are consistently left
behind in social justice movements, their
plights are forgotten because of how
ingrained antisemitism remains in our
society. If this continues, anti-Jewish hate
crimes are expected to trend towards
record-breaking rates. The lives and
houses of worship of Jewish people,
however, are not just statistics. Countless

synagogues across the country have
reported vandalism and threats of
violence to worship-goers. In October of
2018, a shooting at the Tree of Life
congregation in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
left eleven people dead during the service.
Before engaging in the violence, the
shooter had left antisemitic remarks on
his Facebook.
In the wake of the violence and hatred
directed towards Jews, how can we
become better allies in their fight against
prejudice? First, listen. Become acquainted
with the rich Jewish history and religion,
and understand why they believe what
they do. Appreciate their holidays and
respect their dietary restrictions. One of
the most important things allies of the
Jewish community can do is work to root
out both casual and active antisemitism
within their lives. Correct those who
perpetuate stereotypes of Jewish people,
whether they do so knowingly or not. Use
critical thinking to discern whether
conspiracy theories are rooted in age-old
antisemitism, and accept that many of
them are. Lastly, do not forget the
millions of Jews that died during the
Holocaust. Learn of their experiences by
talking to those who lived through it, read
memoirs, and visit memorials. The
Holocaust is one of the greatest affronts
to an international tragedy that must
never be forgotten. As Hanukkah comes
and passes each year, remember the
devastation that has fallen upon a
community whose voices must be
amplified to curve the unneeded violence.
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Upholding the Order of White
Supremacy: Attack of Domestic
Terrorism on the Capitol
by Mark Basta and Sania Saeedaslam

Just minutes from the 2 o’clock sign, an

anxious call came out from Sen. Chuck
Grassley, announcing that, “The
protesters are in the building.” The
moment where American democracy
was being watched on the television as it
was falling apart. The unforgettable
invasion of the Capitol building, which
happened in the afternoon of January
6th, 2021, was the unfruitful attempt of
some rioters and terrorists to take down
our democracy in the means of stopping
the ratification of the presidential
electoral college. As the response of the
attack came in late, all fingers were
pointed out on former President Donald
J. Trump, who as much as he has heated
his supporters with claims on a
fraudulent election, he has denied his
relationship towards this attack.
Primarily, a Twitter video that was later
removed showed Trump telling them to
go home, but repeated that he “loved” the
protestors and that the election was
“stolen” from him.
Right after their break-in, the
terrorists started wandering around the
Capitol, possibly looking for any
lawmakers around while all Congress
members had either been evacuated or
locked in the two chambers. As MAGA
costumes were put on statues and the
Confederate flag raised in the middle of
the Capitol, police officers were first
trying to control the attack of people who
outnumbered the officers. As the rioters
were trying to enter the chambers,
officers shot a woman, Ashli Babbitt,

who died shortly, and a total of five
individuals eventually died because of
that attack. By the end of the afternoon,
the Special Weapons and Tactics (SWAT)
team was able to take control of the
building again, arresting most of the
rioters they could find, only after this
moment of humiliation and threatening
had been presented to the whole world.
The question here is, how did this mob
even get that close to the Capitol? The
answer here is simple: the invaders, as
you all know, were not Black (very few
being POC). Many of the police made
heroic efforts to protect the people inside
the Capitol, however, they were
powerless against the law enforcement
that was posing in selfies with these
attackers. However, the most significant
assumption of all is the upholding of
white innocence and white supremacist
infiltration in the United States. It is
extremely commendable that law
enforcement did their best to show
humanity and to keep the situation under
control, still, the juxtaposition here
between the images/videos from the
police response regarding the Capitol and
the Black Lives Matter protests is
extremely telling. Had these rioters been
Black, the situation would have had a
different turn-out—this would be similar,
or even greater, than the violence against
protesters since mid-June.

Actions against this terrorist attack
came in relatively late from President
Trump, who has been seen tweeting on
his Twitter account about the election
fraud and the Vice President’s rejection to
overrule the electoral college instead of
activating the Insurrection Act. Despite
other available solutions, all people were
looking at President Trump to resolve the
issue, which he did at last. Despite the
former president’s explicit announcement
of his disapproval to the violent attack
after it happened, the delay of response
and the deeply provoking announcements
he has made has led to his second
impeachment for inciting insurrection,
marking him as the first president to be
impeached twice.
Current legislatures are trying to
implement stricter security measures
around the Capitol after this historic
moment, and that comes along the bitter
discussion of whether Trump’s
impeachment trial shall hold on or not
especially considering that his
presidential term has already ended. At
the end of the day, regardless of any
ideology or political affiliation, the attack
on the Capitol building cannot be
considered anything but a terrorist attack
that was conducted by terrorists. And
even more so, Black voters, other voters
of color, and a minority of white voters
are overwhelmed by a system that thrives
on the reinforcement of white power.
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Resources on Anti-Racism and
Black Liberation
by Destiny M. Walker

M uch of unlearning stigmas,

prejudices, and overt (and covert) racism
is done individually; even those who are
BIPOC (Black, Indigenous, People Of
Color) must confront the internalization
of these ideologies. Below are resources
to get you started. Still, this list means
nothing, and is ineffective, if you don’t
take the time to actively uplift all Black
people while recognizing your own
privilege in society.
Books and Literature:
Why Are All the Black Kids Sitting
Together in the Cafeteria?: And Other
Conversations About Race by Beverly
Daniel Tatum
Unequal Under Law: Race in the War
on Drugs by Doris Marie Provine
Malcolm X: Speeches at Harvard by
Malcolm X and Archie Epps
Hood Feminism: Notes from the
Women That a Movement Forgot by
Mikki Kendall
Social Media:
@blairimani (Instagram and Twitter):
Blair Imani is a Black, bisexual
Muslim historian who has created a
platform for educating viewers on
the intersecting subjects of race,
class, gender, mental health, and
sexual orientation.
@theconsciouslee (Instagram, Twitter
and TikTok): After growing
popularity on TikTok, George Lee
lives up to his motto, “Education is
Elevation,” by posting informational

videos centering around the politics of
gender and race in regards to the
Black community.
@crutches_and_spice (Instagram),
@imani_barbarin (Twitter): Imani
Barbarin, a disabled, Black content
creator, prioritizes diabled people’s
lives while highlighting racial
disparities in the American healthcare
system.
@embracingblackculture (Instagram
and Twitter): EBC is the mecca for
sharing Black culture across all media
platforms, especially “Black Twitter”.
Visual Artists:
Jean-Michel Basquiat: This prominent
neo-expressionist has influenced
many fashion trends, recording artists
(such as Childish Gambino and J.
Cole), and other visual artists in the
21st century. Before his passing,
Basquiat was one of the youngest
rising artists due to his “primitive”,
avant-garde style.
Cristina Martinez: Martinez’s work
focuses on the expression and identity
of BIPOC women; this discovery is
critical to understanding the nuances
of being marginalized individuals in
relation to womanhood and
femininity.
CozCon: CozCon is a Black, queer
graphic designer who creates vibrant

illustrations of Black people of
different body types, genders, sexual
orientations, and lifestyles.
Performing Artists and Entertainers:
Kyle Marshall Choreography: KMC is
a dance company that, “sees the
dancing body as a container of
history, an igniter of social reform.”
Director, Kyle Marshall, uses dance to
voice his point of view promoting
social justice. Much of his
choreography explores ideas
revolving around race and sexuality.
Erykah Badu: Badu has popularized
the neosoul subgenre. Through her
lyrics and philanthropic efforts, she
has raised awareness about the
personal, socio-political, and
empowering aspects of being a Black
person.
Poetree the Feminist: Poetree, a New
Jersey native, is a published writer,
model, and dancer. Their work
centers around spirituality and
community.
Indya Moore: Moore is a Black, gender
nonconforming actor known best for
their role as “Angel” on Pose. Aside
from their ground-breaking skills,
Moore is a prominent figure in social
activism for BIPOC and LGBTQIA+
people.
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Black Transgender Trailblazers in
the LGBTQIA+ Community
by Gianna Valdez

L averne Cox

Laverne Cox is a transgender actress
who studied dance before landing roles
on camera (inclduing Law & Order and
the reality television show TRANSform
Me). Her fame rose to extreme heights
after landing a role as Sophia Burset in
the critically-acclaimed show Orange is
the New Black (OITNB). Cox’s skills in
OITNB prompted an Emmy award
nomination in 2014 and appeared on the
cover of TIME magazine. She works as a
LGBTQIA+ advocate, expressing her
thoughts through writing. Cox hosted
her own column on The Huffington Post,
where she contributed works on gender
expression and oppression. She is the
executive producer behind the
documentaries The T Word and Free
CeCe. For The T Word, she won an Emmy
award, making her the first transgender
person to win as an EP.
Janet Mock
Janet Mock is a New York Times
bestselling author who has been making
history for years. After studying media
and working at People magazine for five
years, she told her story of self-discovery
in a Marie Claire article. Her first book,
Redefining Realness: My Path to
Womanhood, Identity, Love & So Much
More, instantly became a New York Times
bestseller after its publication in 2014.
Mock has been featured in multiple
media outlets—from TIME’s “100: The
Most Influential People” list to Oprah
Whinfrey’s compilation, “SuperSoul100”.

On January 21, 2017, she was a speaker at
the Women’s March on Washington, and
that same year she released her second
memoir. In 2018, Mock became the first
transgender woman of color (WOC) to
write and direct a television episode
(“Love is a Message” on Pose). She recently
signed a three-year contract with Netflix,
also making her the first transgender
WOC to sign a deal with a major content
company.
Marsha P. Johnson
Marsha P. Johnson played a
momentous role in the events following
the police raid at the Stonewall Inn on
June 28, 1969. She, and her friend Sylvia
Rivera, led a series of uprisings. Their
actions spurred the first Gay Pride
parades in 1970 and the founding of
Street Transvestite Action Revolution-

-aries (STAR). This collective provided
housing and safety for sex workers and
LGBTQIA+ youth. In a 1972 interview,
Johnson proclaimed her goal was “to see
gay people liberated and free and to have
equal rights that other people have in
America.” Her extroverted personality
and spirit caught the attention of Andy
Warhol, who photographed her for his
“Ladies and Gentlemen” polaroid series in
1974. Marsha P. Johnson was a survivor
before anything else, seeing as she
experienced tremendous mental and
emotional strain throughout her life.
When her body was found in the Hudson
River and her death was declared a
suicide without any evidence, this caused
outrage in the community. Still, her
legacy and dreams live on through
current activists and allies.

illustration by
Ashley Ramdat
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A Brief History:
Pan-Africanism
by Alyssia Ouhocine

For centuries, Africa has remained the

center of colonialism and imperialism.
Wealthy empires such as France,
England, and Spain looted the rich
continent of its resources. The natural
world, which African people depended
upon, was desecrated. Millions of
Africans were torn from their homeland
and brought across the sea—in often
inhumane conditions—to work as
enslaved people, all across the globe.
Thus began the African diaspora, in
which Africans were historically and
culturally brought away from the
continent to settle internationally (whom
identify as Black or African-American).
This diaspora was a catalyst for the PanAfrican movement that remains a
binding force between Africans from
across the world.
Pan-Africanism is a cultural, political,
and socio-economical movement that
seeks to unite Africans through their
shared ancestry. Many Pan-African
thinkers believe that Africans, regardless
of their residence, should seek to uplift
one another and celebrate their heritage.
Pan-Africans such as Martin Delaney
believed that they should resettle within
an independent Africa and form a united
nation of peoples. 19th century writers,
such as Olaudah Equiano, are considered
to be one of the early Pan-Africanists.
After escaping enslavement in both the
New World and the West Indies,
Equiano wrote his famous autobiography
that appealed to those who advocated for
slavery. His eloquence, thorough argu-

-ments, and often painful memories are
the earliest evidence of the Pan-African
belief that its people are not an, or rather
the, inferior race. And while the central
tenets of Pan-Africanism remain the
same, many different Pan-African
thinkers disagree about the finer details
of the movement.
Edward Blyden and James Horton are
considered the fathers of the movement.
They advocated for African nationalism
and resistance against European
imperialism within the continent. While
their writing laid the foundation, thinkers
like Martin Delaney believed that the
African diaspora should return to Africa
and rebuild their independence. Frederick
Douglass, one of the greatest abolitionists,
however, identified strictly as an
American and felt the advancement of
Black Americans could not take place
within Africa. W.E.B. DuBois is one of the
best known Pan-Africans, having helped
popularize the movement within Europe.
He organized multiple conferences within
England and France, and was responsible
for the fifth Pan-African Congress in
Manchester, England in 1945. Much of
DuBois’ beliefs centered around racial
equality, and he believed that education
was the key to ending perceived racial
inferiority. During the Harlem
Renaissance, he successfully advocated
for the movement to manifest itself
within poetry, music, and art. This
reclaiming of culture defined the Harlem
Renaissance and African literature as the
movement grew in popularity.

Pan-Africanists believe that their
liberation from oppressive colonialism
and enslavement rests within their
hands. There is a strong tie between PanAfricanism and liberation movements
cross-continentally. For a period of time,
Pan-African beliefs were influenced by
the rise in class consciousness and the
communist ideology that occurred
between the World Wars. This radical
thinking was demonstrated in the First
Pan-African Cultural Festival held in
Algiers, Algeria in 1969. Africans from all
over the continent descended upon the
North African country to celebrate their
heritage. Algeria had recently gained
their independence from the French after
a bloody civil war spurned by their lack of
autonomy and cultural erasure. The
Organization of African Unity invited
guests from liberation movements across
Africa, and even included the Palestinian
Liberation Organization. Members of the
Black Panthers were also at the event, in
recognition of the unity among groups
internationally.
Current writers, namely Chinua
Achebe, bring forth the message of PanAfricanism to a new generation of
thinkers. The Nigerian author’s criticallyacclaimed book Things Fall Apart dissects
his own African heritage and presents the
effects of colonialism on the African
people. Pan-Africanism is a movement
alive throughout a diverse group of people
seeking to understand their relationship
with an unfamiliar, disconnect of their
homeland. While this homeland has been
ravaged by powerful colonial forces, its
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The Impact of Soul: Pixar’s Latest
Film (spoilers included)
by Syeda Urooj

Teenagers on social media platforms,

Pixar movies in general.
22 eventually does discover her passions
including Instagram, TikTok, and
and as Joe’s job is over, he takes a look
Twitter, have raved over Pixar’s evolving
back onto his life on Earth. He didn’t have
theme over the years. In the studio’s
many friends as he was riddled with fears
latest film, Soul, the main character goes
of an ordinary life. His past life can be
through several hardships until he
summed up in the popular phrase, “Don’t
realizes what makes him his own person
get so hung up on ambition that you
and what makes life enjoyable. The
forget to stop and smell the flowers.”
movie tackles the subjects of grief,
At the end of the movie, the organizers
isolation, aging, and coming out of our
of the Great Before ask what he is going
comfort zones all while having an
to do with his second chance on Earth.
intricate, yet relaxed feel to it. This
Joe’s choices are that he can, one, become
structure has been produced by Pete
a full-time teacher, or two, he can join
Doctor in many cases, with examples
Dorothea’s band. The movie ends with,
being Up, Inside Out, and Monsters Inc.
“I’m not sure. But I do know I’m going to
live every minute of it.”
The Plot
The film sets out showcasing an
Opinions
aspiring musician waiting for a chance to
There are many criticisms that come
exhibit his true talents. When the chance
out of the movie. Some believe that it was
does come, he is invited to play an epic
left incomplete, while others see that the
jazz act in Dorothea Williams’ band, but
film is a spectacular masterpiece. Kirsten
suddenly falls into a manhole
Acuna from INSIDER believes that Soul is
transporting his body to a place called the
filled with racial insensitivity, though.
“Great Beyond”. Joe Gardner, our
Acuna states reasonable claims, “Joe is
transported pianist, spends the movie
killed the moment he gets his big break.
looking for a way back while his life is
left incomplete. As Joe stays in that
realm, he runs away, motivated to
continue his dreams, out of the Great
Before. The thing is: the Great Before is
there to mentor souls to discover who
they are before sending them down to
Earth. Since Joe already has a passion, he
takes the identity of a Swedish
psychologist and teaches 22 (another
soul) how to find her purpose in life, a
recurring theme in both the film and
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beauty and power is still carried
throughout the millions of Africans, and
those of the diaspora. And while they
may not have knowledge of direct lineage
to the continent, the beliefs of PanAfricanism connect them in such a
manner that their ancestry can never be
forgotten. While racism is an issue that
must be reckoned with continuously, the
powerful forces of Pan-African thinkers
may reclaim what was lost in the years of
oppression.

What kind of message does that send to
young children watching this film who
see themselves in Joe? ‘Soul’ steps into a
dangerous trope that has become
frequent in animation with leads of
color... a white woman is put in a Black
man's body. And not just any woman, but
[Tina] Fey, who earlier this year
requested that episodes of her show ‘30
Rock’ be pulled from streaming services
because of blackface? 22 overtakes what
should have been Joe's film...” Doctor
denies any of these claims, reassuring
that “he wasn't even aware of the trope[s]
until working on this film.”
Although various claims are backed up
with evidence, Soul does have a lasting
impact on African-American society. It
was Pixar’s first Black-led film and it has,
and will inspire many children to come
with the terms of not letting your passion
consume you. While it is important to
have desires and dreams, people should
slow down and live life how they want.
After all, “you can’t crush a soul here.
That’s what life on Earth is for.”

Black history does end end here; nor on the
last day of February. It should be honored
and celebrated all year long for every feat
the Black community gains, while
recognizing every adversity they endure.
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Bayonne High School’s
Latin Club
by Nicholas Maharaj

"L atin club isn't a cult. It's a family.”

Latin Club Consul Timothy Sim
confidently stated, “We are very
accepting of new people and welcome
newcomers with open arms, whether or
not you take Latin.” Bayonne High
School’s Latin Club is one of the four
language clubs that BHS has to offer. It
provides its members with very exciting
and fun extracurricular after-school
activities as well as an opportunity to
improve their Classics trivia and Latin
knowledge in an enjoyable way. The
club’s advisor, Magister Jacobs, has been
teaching Latin, and advising the club, for
a remarkable eleven years at BHS and
fifteen in toto (in total). Mr. Jacobs
decided to become a Latin teacher
because he wanted his career to center
around something that made him happy;
and Latin and the Classics make him
happy.
Virtual Events
Like the majority of the 2021 school
year, Latin Club has been plagued with
virtual learning and virtual club
activities. It's an unusual and
unpredictable year but the club has
adapted to the virtual format.
Throughout the new school year, Latin
Club has planned successful and virtual
events including Skribbl.io games, Roblox
night, and Kahoot! competitions. These
events help students learn about Latin
and the Classics in a fun and easy way.
For example, the Skribbl.io game had
students draw classical themes (like Gre-

-ek gods and Roman figures) and their
peers had to guess using their knowledge
from Latin class. Christeen Abdelshahied,
Latin Club’s Social Media Coordinator
said, “If you are looking for a club that has
welcoming arms, parties, movie nights,
and competitions then this is definitely
your club!” Latin club isn’t just about
learning, it's clearly about having fun, but
most importantly making friends and
coming together as a community.
You Don’t Even Need to Take Latin to be in
Latin Club!
Contrary to popular belief, you do not
need to be in Latin to be in Latin Club.
The club is specifically designed for
students to learn more about the Classics
and make friends, so don’t be afraid to
join! Alyssia Ouhocine, who is a French
student spoke proudly about her
membership in Latin Club, “Everyone is
so kind and interested in the language,
and all of the events are accessible to
students who don't take a Latin class! [...]
It is such a treat to learn more about the
Classics with such a great bunch of
people.” The club members work tirelessly
to have a club with open arms that caters
to everyone.
Fostering Leadership
Latin Club is one of the most valuable
clubs to join for leadership skills. Latin
Club has its very own executive board
filled with experienced Latin students
who have a passion for the subject. This
executive board mirrors the ancient
Roman government. Mr. Jacobs said that

Latin Club, “provides its members with
many leadership and teamwork
opportunities, skills colleges and
employers highly value.” Students who
participate in Latin Club are accepted in
colleges and universities like Cornell
University, Duke University, and
Princeton University! Additionally,
Timothy Sim, the consul, said, “The
thought of being a leader for anything
was a terrifying thought at the time, but if
it weren't for Latin Club, I would never
have gotten to experience being in such a
responsible position. I only accepted this
role because of the love I have for Latin
Club.” This is the perfect place to foster
leadership and learn how to become a
well-rounded individual!
Certamen
In Latin Club, there is a quiz bowl
competition called certamen, which is
Latin for “competition.” Here Latin
students answer questions on a variety of
topics: Latin grammar, vocabulary, GrecoRoman mythology, and Roman culture.
Bayonne Certamen teams compete in two
competitions annually, Princeton
Certamen and NJ-JCL Certamen, and
both competitions allow BHS Certamen
students to travel to Princeton! However,
this school year the BHS Latin Club
participated in the virtual Winter
Certamen in December, where the Latin II
team, which consisted of Michael Reyes,
Mehrael Nagib, and Nicholas Maharaj,
earned 1st place!
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CONTENT WARNING: Mention of
depression

1-800-273-8255
A Poem
by Angie Mingo

A lthough depression isn’t an object, it
isn’t a joke.

It isn’t a thing that can be held or seen,
but I assure you it’s real.
It’s not something that can be
romanticised and it should never be
taken lightly.
She would know because the voices in
her head love to go by the name
“depression”.
They’re always loud, never silencing
themselves.
They all tell her it’s nothing, that’ll it’ll go
away,
So I guess she’s stuck with all these
roommates,
Living rent-free in her mind.
The voices in her head aren’t here to help
her.
They aren’t here to make sure she’s okay.
They keep her up all night and they turn
her head into their home.

The voices in her head aren’t here to help She feels alone and unappreciated, as do
her.

millions of people around the world.

They’re here to permanently stay.

So check on your friends and family.

They make her fall into a sadness that

Ask them, “How are you.”

causes all of her unmotivation.

Tell them, “I love you.”
Say, “You’re enough.”

They say, “Are you okay?”

Be there to reassure your loved ones as

She responds with, “Yes.”

much as they need it

She should’ve said, “I’m dying inside.”

Because the silent ones are the ones that

She should’ve said, “I’ve given in to the

suffer the most.

voices in my head.”
She should’ve said, “I’m not enough.”

that
They ask her, “Are you okay.”

Although depression isn’t an object, it isn't

She responds with, “I’m fine.”

a joke.

She should’ve said, “I don’t want to go on.” It isn’t a thing that can be held or seen,
She should’ve said, “No, no I’m not.”

but I assure you it’s real.

She should’ve said, “All I want to do is

It’s not something that can be

cry,”

romanticised and it should never be taken

But instead she lied to make the voices in

lightly.

her head satisfied.

Trumpism in the East: Three Peace
Treaties Signed in Three Months
-out of frame without enough coverage
due to all the tensions he incited within
ots of disputes have been happening
Congress for nearly his entire
regarding President Donald Trump’s “last
presidential term. We have considered
breath” actions that are thought by some
the Camp David Accords that set peace
of the Congress members as claims for a
between Egypt and Israel in 1979 as one
second impeachment that they were
of our greatest peaceful negotiations in
preparing for, just a couple of days before
the Middle East, yet there is an update:
the end of his term. However,
three peace treaties occurred between
monumental historic events have slipped

by Mark Basta

The voices in her head aren’t here to help
her.
They aren’t here to make sure she’s okay.
They keep her up all night and they turn
her head into their home.

Before you leave, I ask you to remember

L
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Furry Friends for All
by Carrie Castillo Ramos

M any people cope with the terrible

pandemic blues in many different ways.
Some have tried baking, others have
tried staying active, and many others
have resorted to animal adoption. During
the pandemic, there was an immense rise
in pet adoption rates. Which, believe it or
not, benefits us all. Pet adoption rates
have increased despite the animal type
(whether it's a dog, a cat, or even a
bunny). Tons of people have benefited
from the widespread increase of
adoptions. Families have found a furry
friend to accompany them, while
homeless animals have found owners to
love and care for them. Even though
animal adoption is never easy, it’s a good
thing to consider.
When thinking about animal
adoption, we are helping ourselves as
well as our local shelters and the animals
they have rescued. Sadly, thousands of
puppies, and mostly older dogs, are put to
sleep every year because they weren’t
found good enough for a home. Experts
recommend adoption instead of buying
because of how good to the community it
is. However, most families are not willing
or have the ability to adopt. There is
always the option to be a foster parent to
a pet. Pet adoption fees can range from
$50-$200 (which is relatively cheap
compared to buying a pet from a
breeder).
There is no secret to whether or not
pets are a great responsibility to handle.
Before adopting a pet there are a lot of
decisions to be made. As well, it is impor-

-tant to understand and be sure of what
comes with having a pet, even if it’s just a
foster pet. Before adopting, one should
make sure that they are mentally,
financially, and physically prepared for
the responsibilities that come with a furry
friend. Here are some questions to ask
yourself and those around you before
getting a pet: Are you willing to commit long
term? Do you have enough free time to give
your pet the attention it needs? Does getting
a pet fit within your financial agenda? Does
everyone at home agree with having a pet in
the house?
Adopting a pet is a good option and
opportunity for prospective owners. Even
though the process could be a little long, it
is worth all the trouble. Oftentimes it is
difficult to find a pet to truly care for
that’s why it is important to think long
and hard about it. In the event you are
interested in adopting a pet, there are
several shelters within the Hudson
County area that are willing to help!
Hudson County Animal League
537 Broadway Avenue, Bayonne
(201) 200-1008
Liberty Humane Society
235 Jersey City Blvd, Jersey City
(201) 547-4147
Secaucus Animal Shelter
525 Meadowlands Pkwy, Secaucus
(201) 348-3213

Israel and two countries from the Arabian
Peninsula along with an enemy state!
Although it is claimed that President
Trump may have implemented numerous
incentives to both sides to accept the
successful negotiations, he had done a
considerable job in the Abraham Accords,
which the United Arab Emirates (UAE)
and the Kingdom of Bahrain followed by
the Sudanese agreement. All the treaties
with Israel are implemented to flatten the
Arab-Israeli crisis. Additionally, they set a
significant end to the United States’
unnecessary militaristic interference to
the protection of our closest Eastern ally,
the State of Israel.
In August 2020, news was filled with a
new diplomatic strike. The U.S. has
organized and witnessed the historic
peace treaty, and gate of cooperation,
between the State of Israel, the United
Arab Emirates and Kingdom of Bahrain,
all close enough to Saudi Arabia in the
Arabian Peninsula. Later on, a similar
agreement is heard upon, but with the
Republic of Sudan, which considers Israel
as an enemy state, and always sponsored
all the Arab-Israeli wars with militaristic
and financial support. These events came
along with the Trump Administration's
attempts with almost all of the Arab
countries to settle down their conflicts
with Israel. Such conflicts are growing
increasingly as a reality in the Middle
East, especially with Trump’s
overwhelming support for them.
Criticism has risen as defense to
Trump’s methods to implement these
treaties as being a process full of
incentives, or rather bribes. The UAE has
requested American military aircraft
when it was thought that Trump asked
for the signature of the Abraham Accords
as the price for the militaristic aid. On the
contrary, the legislative body has a proper
responsibility to fulfill the negotiations,
and if any of the negotiations are
heretical, it is the whole government’s
responsibility. Frankly, all of the peace
treaties have gone under some type of
suspicious incentive, but all go under
saving the region that has been going
through destruction for almost a century.
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Origin of Valentine’s Day
by Amelia Ramdat

E very year on February 14th, people

was martyred for the same reasons by the
same emperor, Claudius. Some believe
present cards, chocolates, and flowers to
that these men were the same person, but
friends, families, and lovers. However,
no one knows for sure. Legend also has it
does anyone really know how
that while in jail, Valentine had
Valentine’s Day came to be? Believe it or
befriended his jailer’s daughter, writing a
not, V-Day does not just have one, but
final letter, signing it “From your
multiple accounts of how the holiday was
Valentine”. For his great service,
born. No one can pinpoint exactly where
Valentine was pronounced a saint
it originated: some say it dates back to the
following his death.
ancient Roman festival, Lupercalia, while
others believed it came from an English
Lupercalia
poet. Take a look at each of the origin
Another account of Valentine’s day
stories, and choose which one sounds
follows a Roman holiday. From February
most like the true Valentine’s Day!
13th to 15th, the Romans would celebrate
Lupercalia, a festival of purification and
Secret Matrimony
fertility. Throughout these days, the men
As mentioned, there isn’t an exact
would sacrifice a goat and a dog and later
story as to how Valentine’s Day became a
on, whip the women with the skin as a
holiday of love and affection. There are
way for them to become fertile. During
two stories about this holiday that are
this event, men and women would
vaguely similar, one involving a priest,
randomly be paired up for the festival. In
and the other, a bishop. Around 270
this situation, both parties would usually
A.D., Roman Emperor Claudius II
stay together until the next festival. Some
believed that men wouldn’t join his army
couples would even fall in love and
because they didn’t want to leave their
marry. Then in the late 5th century, Pope
wives and families. As a means for men
Gelasius I removed the celebration of
to join, he banned any form of marriage
Lupercalia and declared February 14th as
or engagement. A priest by the name of
a day to celebrate the martyrdom of Saint
Valentine found this idea to be unfair
Valentine.
and continued to wed couples in love.
When Claudius found out, he executed
Valentine on February 14th. The other
story follows the same plot, except for
the fact that the one marrying lovers
wasn’t a priest, The Bishop of Terni. He

Geoffrey Chaucer
One of the last famous stories relating
to the origin of this love fest relates to
English poet Geoffrey Chaucer. His poem,
“The Parliament of Fowls”, is most likely
the first English work to associate
romantic love with Saint Valentine’s Day.
Chaucer writes, “For this was on Seynt
Valentynes day, / Whan every foul
cometh there to ches his make [...]”, or in
terms we can understand, “For this was
on Saint Valentine’s Day, when every
bird comes there to choose his mate.”
Later on, Chaucer’s poem began to inspire
nobles to write “valentines” to their love
interests. Before this poem, it seemed as if
Valentine’s day had no actual connection
to romantic relationships.
So while the true origin of Valentine’s
Day may never be discovered, it just
makes a great excuse to binge-watch
romantic comedies and eat chocolate all
day! Whether it comes from a peculiar
Roman holiday, the death of a priest, or
an English poet, we all know that this
holiday celebrates love. The origin stories
may be darker than one would expect, but
this just makes the holiday much more
interesting!
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WISPS OF
SPRING
A Poem
by Astoria Rae
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Letters to No One
A Poem
by Astoria Rae

the old willow rested by the brook

much like us on the way home from
nowhere
halfway through when we met angel blue
cold light radiating crystal warmth
the water ran all the way down into the
country
the wind would follow so as to not feel so
alone
by any other means, it carries the weight
of an ocean
and yet, here, i fear it too delicate for
approach
so desperate it would be to hold it in my
hands
and all the more i would lose that which i
hold dearest
still as my heart in the moments of its
reprise
how fragile one must be to dwell here
the soul on high as it runs past the stables
for it is the only path to the garden where
my lover waits
what is left to wait for sweeter than that
embrace
an advance in my understanding of his
human condition
that he be there in body and spirit,
withstanding time
would be my soul’s greatest joy
were it so intense that it should shatter
me
i take comfort in knowing he holds the
instructions
a key to my repair as well as that of my
completion
it’s a pretty little scene my mind paints of
us
laying on the floor of the manor,
watching the fire dance
it would thus be greater than that of my
own dreams
and still, i would be remiss if i didn’t ask
you
how ever did you think up such a
handsome life for me?

What must it be like to grow up that

only the angels are composed of. If I were
given the task of constructing a
beautiful? Paint me a picture that I may
description of her being, my pen just
grow with you in spirit. I'll capture the
might fail to connect to the paper. I could
image of you to store in my heart,
write of nothing but her easy composition
recalled to life by the mere mention of
and shining eyes, gleaming with the ghost
your name. A whisper growing louder as
of her future, surely as bright as her smile
you draw nearer and I await your
at present. I fail to comprehend the joy
embrace. For all your warmth and the
brought on by her presence as much as I
fire of your passion, it is no wonder you
fail to combat any reason that claims it as
can pull me out of the depths of the
valid for as much as I don't know. I do
coldest water without a trace of the icy
know that some things are simply
grip of the frozen tears. They would
unexplainable. Among those things is the
bring me comfort in the absence of your
phenomenon of how much of herself she
loving gaze and gentle touch. If only you
gives to others and how little she asks for
would remain forever: my greatest hope
in return. Forevermore, I vow to observe
in this life.
the human condition for all the beauty
I breathe you in with a sigh as I
you have proven to me is capable of being
prepare my thoughts and yet I wonder,
found in this life's inhabitants. And yet, I
my love, what to say to you. I cannot
am at a loss in this moment, torn between
function when your gaze settles on mine.
thanking you for your presence, for your
Gone are the days that I found comfort in
beauty, and for your generosity. Such a
anything beside your presence beside
hard thing to encounter as much grace as
me. Please don't ever become a stranger
I have while having no accompanying
whose laughter runs through my mind
words that I may expand on the feeling
like ivy runs up our house. When you
given by your impact on my life. My cup
left the country, I left a note in the
overflows with love for you as your heart
cardigan you covered me in to keep me
overflows with kindness and your smile
warm. In it are written the words, “And
overflows with pride.
as she lost herself to the love she never
knew she deserved, she found a hope
infinite and limitless for evermore.”
I would be remiss if I were to recount
the instances of my life in which I found
myself rich in company, without
mention of the most beautiful of these
companions. An ethereal creature I have
come to know is warm at heart, with
with features I imagine only the angels
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Top Rom-Coms for
Valentine’s Day
by Amelia Ramdat

With V-Day right around the corner,

you might want to relax and watch some
of these hilarious love stories. From
classics like 10 Things I Hate About You
to recent phenomena To All The Boys I
Loved Before, these movies will take you
on a rollercoaster of emotions. So relax
and get ready to watch some of the top
romantic comedies of all time!
Roman Holiday (1953)
In Roman Holiday we see fashion icon
Audrey Hepburn, "Princess Ann", star
alongside Gregory Peck, reporter "Joe
Bradley", in this classic romantic comedy.
Princess Ann sneaks out of her country’s
embassy, ending up in Rome where she
falls asleep on a bench after a sedative
she took earlier takes effect. Bradley
passes by and takes her back to his
apartment to keep her safe. The next
morning, the reporter heads out to work
where he finds out about Ann’s royal
status. From there, he promises his editor
an exclusive interview with the royal
princess. However, chaos ensues when
Joe and Ann unexpectedly fall in love.
Pretty in Pink (1986)
Pretty in Pink is a John Hughes classic,
starring Molly Ringwald, Jon Cryer, and
Andrew McCarthy. Molly Ringwald stars
as the unpopular girl Andie Walsh, from
the wrong side of the tracks. Next to her
is Phillip F. “Duckie” Dale (Jon Cryer), her
best friend who harbors a secret love for
her. One day, she is suddenly asked out
by rich kid Blane McDonough (Andrew

McCarthy). Taking a chance, Andie says
yes. However, Andie soon discovers that
dating someone from a different clique
isn’t as easy as it seems.

arrive in Alaska to celebrate Andrew’s
grandmother’s 90th birthday, trouble
arises including tensions between
Andrew and his father, an ex-girlfriend,
Andrew’s dislike towards Margaret, and
10 Things I Hate About You (1999)
her new behavior in the following days.
Julia Stiles, Heath Ledger, and Larisa
Their relationship, or lack thereof, will
Oleynik star in this modern adaptation of prove true if they can convince each
Shakespeare’s Taming of the Shrew. Stiles other and the agent.
is cast as Kat Stratford, the older sister of
Bianca Stratford (Larisa Oleynik), and
Bride and Prejudice (2004)
Ledger as Patrick Verona. In Seattle, the
Bride and Prejudice is a Bollywood
rules of the Stratford household state that adaptation of Jane Austen’s novel Pride
the older sister Kat must enter the world and Prejudice (1813). Revolving around
of dating before Bianca can. Bianca
the Bakshi’s, Manorama and Chaman set
devises a scheme as a means of dating a
out to marry their four daughters. While
boy she likes, involving the mysterious
they try to find a good suitor, Lalita
Patrick Verona. Throughout the film we (Aishwarya Rai), neglects the idea of an
see Patrick’s attempts at wooing the smart arranged marriage in hopes of true love.
and intelligent Kat. Will he succeed in his Suitors come and go, but when she meets
plans?
William Darcy (Martin Henderson), an
American man, he seems like the one.
The Proposal (2009)
Throughout the film, we see Lalita and
One of the funniest romantic comedies
William overcome the schemes and lies
stars the beautiful Sandra Bullock as a
put into place to tear them apart.
powerful book editor, Margaret Tate, and
the charming Ryan Reynolds as
Love Simon (2018)
Margaret’s handsome assistant, Andrew
Simon Spier has a secret he’s been
Paxton. One day, Margaret comes to find keeping: he’s gay. He hasn’t told his
out that she’s facing deportation and
parents and in the midst of it all, he’s
attempts a felony, claiming she is married falling for someone he is talking to online.
to Andrew. Andrew agrees on this only
Throughout the film, we see Simon come
under one condition: he gets a promotion. to terms with his sexuality through
Now, pretending to be married, they have hilarious yet serious and defining
to prove their love to an INS agent. The
moments. Nick Robinson’s acting is
couple heads out to Andrew’s home in
brilliant in this coming-of-age film about a
Sitka, Alaska where he and Margaret get 17-year-old high school student
to know one another better. When they
discovering his true self.
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Instagram Q&As
From the BHS Student Body

What's your favorite V-Day tradition?
Staying home alone and binge watching Sidemen on
YouTube
Lunch date with my girls
Eating chocolate-covered strawberries
Having a pint of ice cream!

Who is your celebrity crush?
Channing Tatum
Hayley Kiyoko
Keke Palmer
Brigette Lundy-Paine
Justice Smith

Are there any tv shows or movies you'll be watching?
Anything in the horror genre
Teen Mom 2
WandaVision
13 Going on 30

What’s your favorite treat to buy during day-after sales?
Gummy candies
Heart-shaped Reese's Peanut Butter Cups
Crêpes
Dark chocolate

Press Play
Hey, BHS! It's that time Let’s pour our hearts
of the year again—
out singing this list of
Valentine's Day. The
songs down below, that
day where many,
vary from love songs,
including myself, listen self appreciation or
to sad music while
heartache. So, sit back,
staring at the ceiling as press play, and enjoy!
time passes by to hide
1. “A Sunday Kind Of Love”
the fact that deep down, by Etta James
we want to be loved or 2. “Location” by Khalid
3. “Love Story” by Taylor
at least would like to
Swift
know what it feels like. 4. “18” by One Direction
And, maybe, buy
5. “Single Ladies (Put a Ring
on It)” by Beyoncé
ourselves one or two
6. “Love Myself” by Hailee
boxes of chocolate
Steinfeld
(since it is a special day 7. “Visions of Gideon” by
after all). Or, get some of Sufjan Stevens
8. “Dance Alone” by Tayla
those treats the
Parx
following day because
9. “The Night We Met” by
of the huge discounts
Lord Huron
10. “Love in Real Life” by
and sales.
Beth Ditto

The Beacon Favorites
A Collection from the Staff

Movies
Dead Poets Society (1989)
The Hunger Games (2012)
Remember the Titans
(2000)
Igor (2008)
Gemini Man (2019)
A Walk to Remember
(2002)

Books
Meridian by Alice Walker
home body by Rupi Kaur
Crescent City (Series) by
Sarah J. Maas
Emma by Jane Austen
any Agatha Christie book

TV Shows
New Girl
The Mentalist
Supergirl
Schitt's Creek
Everybody Hates Chris
The Great North
Downton Abbey

Take-out Restaurants
Razza Pizza Artigianale
Bake n' Brew Café
Panda Express
Namkeen
Iron Monkey
Yi Sushi Go
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